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AGREEMENT 
This agreement, by and between the Onondaga Central School District No. 1, Onondaga County, 
New York, hereinafter termed the "District" and the Onondaga Central Schools Non-Instructional 
Staff Association, hereinafter termed "Association", wherein it is mutually agreed as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
RECOGNITION AND PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 
Bargaining Unit 
This unit shall consist of all employees in the Transportation, Clerical, (excluding certain 
confidential employees) including Teacher Aides, RN's, Custodial/Grounds, Courier and 
School Lunch departments, excepting the Transportation Supervisor, Supervisor of Plant 
Operation and Maintenance, School Lunch Manager, MechanicMaintenance Crew Leader, 
Bus Dispatcher, and further excepting substitute, casual, and student employees. 
Recognition 
The District, pursuant to Section 206 of the Civil Service Law, hereby recognizes the 
Association as the sole exclusive bargaining agent for the employees covered by this 
Agreement for the purpose of collective bargaining for terms and conditions of employment 
and the administration of grievances arising thereunder; said recognition to continue for the 
term of this Agreement. 
Subcontracting 
1. The District has the prerogative to subcontract its cafeteria service. 
2. If the District decides to subcontract, the employee may take hisher unused sick leave 
days with himher or (6.00) unused sick leave day whichever is more convenient to 
the employee. 
3. The Contractor will give first consideration to the employment of OCS cafeteria 
employees. OCS will consider the employment of any cafeteria employee, in the 
event of subcontracting, for a vacant in-district position which the employee is 
qualified for up to 1 year after the subcontractor takes over the service. 
4. The Union and District agree that either party is under no Taylor Law obligation to 
negotiate any further with respect to the subcontracting of its cafeteria service, either 
the decision or impact of same. 
D. Dues Deductions 
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1. The District agrees to deduct from the salaries of its employees, dues for the 
Association as authorized by each employee. Each authorization shall be in writing in 
the form set forth in Appendix I. Dues deductions will continue in force from year to 
year until an individual notifies the District of its discontinuance and then Agency Fee 
will prevail. 
2. The Association shall certify to the District in writing the current rate of membership 
dues for each Association member approved for payroll deductions. The Association 
shall give the District thirty (30) days written notice prior to the effective date of any 
rate change in the dues of the approved Association. The District shall deduct from 
the salary of each bargaining unit employee who is not a member of the Association 
an agency fee. This fee, which shall be payable and forwarded to the Association in 
the same manner as member dues, shall not exceed the dues amount. The Association 
agrees to indemnify the District and hold it harmless against any and all claims that 
may arise against the District for complying with the agency fee provision. The 
District shall give to the Association President the original or true copy of any notice 
or claim made on the District pertaining to the agency fee provision. 
3. Deductions referred to above shall be made in the following manner: 
a) The total of all dues and contributions for the Association shall be deducted in 
twenty (20) equal installments, beginning with the second payroll date in 
September. 
b) No later than the first payroll date in September the Association shall 
1) provide the District with a list and any new, original, signed 
authorization cards of those employees who have voluntarily 
authorized the district to deduct such dues and contributions for the 
Association, and 
2) forward at the same time to the respective Association a list of the 
members and their addresses. 
4. The District shall, following each payroll date from which a dues deduction is made, 
transmit the amount so deducted in one check to the Treasurer, Onondaga Central 
Schools Non-Instructional Association, within ten (10) days. The final transmittal for 
the year shall be accompanied by a listing of the members for whom deductions have 
been made and the amount. deducted for each. 
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5. The Association will assume all responsibility for monies received. 
6.  An employee may withdraw his authorization at any time by written 
notice received by the District at least 15 days prior to the effective 
payroll date on a form provided by the District and available through the Association 
and the employee would then be an Agency Fee member. 
E. Other Payroll Deductions 
1. Onondaga County School Employees Federal Credit Union contributions may be 
made through payroll deduction to the Onondaga County School Employees Federal 
Credit Union subject to rules and regulations as set forth by that organization. 
2. Payroll Savings 
Contributions may be made through payroll deduction to the employee's designated 
bank subject to rules and regulations as set forth by that organization. 
3. Tax-Sheltered Annuities 
Contributions may be made through payroll deduction to a company as designated by 
the employee. 
4. Flexible Spending Plan (JRSKode - Section 125) 
The District shall, within a reasonable time following the ratification of this 
agreement, provide a Flexible Spending Plan, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Internal Revenue Service Code, Section 125. Such plan shall include a premium 
payment account. The parties agree to continue efforts to expand the 9 125 plan to 
include an umeimbursed medical expenses account, and dependent care expense 
account. The plan shall be available to employees paid on an annualized salary basis 
and employed for a minimum of 50% of a regularly scheduled full-time equivalent 
work year. 
ARTICLE I1 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
A. Statute Law 
1. The parties recognize the existence of all laws pertaining to this educational 
institution including the Public Employees Fair Employment Act (Taylor Law), Civil 
Service Laws and Education Law. They affirm that they intend to abide fully by all 
provisions of all such laws. 
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2. If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement shall be found 
contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid except 
to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications shall continue 
in full force and effect. 
B. Emplovees Rights and Res~onsibilities 
1. Any alleged violation of this Agreement must be pursued through the grievance 
mechanism provided by this Agreement. 
2. No member of the Unit represented by the Association shall suffer any employment 
or other disadvantages by reason of his membership in the Association, or 
participation in any of its lawful activities. 
C .  District Policies, Regulations and Practices 
1. The District agrees to take such action as is necessary to amend or repeal any rules, 
regulations, or practices, in the District or in any school in the District, which shall be 
contrary to, or inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement. 
2. The Board of Education reserves the right to adopt reasonable policies, rules and 
regulations, in addition to those included in the terms of this Agreement, as become 
necessary for the conduct of the educational program and operation of the school 
system. 
D. Board Jurisdiction and Res~onsibilitv 
1. The Association hereby recognizes that the Board is a state agency and as such has 
sole jurisdiction over the operation of the school system and the management of the 
buildings, other facilities and program, including, but not limited to, number of 
employees, assignment of duties, purchases, assignment and distribution of supplies, 
materials and equipment to be used, and training and supervision of the employees. 
2. The Board also has the right to direct the employees, including the right to hire, 
promote, demote, transfer, discipline, discharge for just cause and in the exercise of 
reasonable judgment, determine the qualifications of an employee, provided none of 
these functions of the Board shall be exercised so as to abrogate or nullify any 
specific provision of this Agreement. 
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E. Revroduction and Distribution of Agreement 
Copies of this Agreement shall be copied and distributed at the shared expense of the District 
and the Association, and a copy given to each employee within one month after the 
Agreement is ratified. New employees appointed more than one month after ratification shall 
be given a copy of this Agreement within two (2) weeks after beginning employment. 
ARTICLE n I  
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
A. School Building Facilities 
1. Building Use 
The Association shall have the privilege, subject to rules and regulations of the 
District, to use school buildings for meetings. Request for use shall be made in 
advance through the office of the principal. 
2. Other Facilities 
a) The Association may have access to, and reasonable use of, employees' 
mailboxes. All materials placed in mailboxes by the Association shall be 
identified and dated. 
b) A bulletin board will be provided by the District for the purpose of displaying 
notices, circulars and other Association related materials as follows: 
Each School - One (1) each designated staff lounge, boiler room and kitchen 
Garage - One (1) 
B. Professional Conferences and Activities 
The President of the Non-Instructional Association or hisher designee shall be allowed up to 
five (5) days for attending conferences, workshop, or arbitrations, PERB hearings and/or 
other union business. These days will be with pay and benefits. If necessary, the Association 
may obtain one (1) additional such day by paying the substitutes. Any expenses incurred will 
not be reimbursed. 
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The Non-Instructional Association president must request the use of these days in writing at 
least 48 hours in advance. In emergency situations, the Superintendent may waive the 48 
hour limit subject to staffing requirements. Requests and approvals will be handled through 
the Superintendent's office. Approvals will be provided to the Association president as soon 
as possible, but in no case, less than 24 hours prior to the event. 
ARTICLE IV 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
A. Employee Job Classification/Re~ular Employee/Temporary Emuloyee 
1. Employee Job Classification - See Appendix 11. 
2. Regular Employee - The term regular employees refers to one who works on a 10, 11 
or 12 month basis, with a specific weekly schedule. Regular employees who work 
four hours or more per day on an 10, 11 and 12 month basis are entitled to fringe 
benefits. 
3. Temporary Employee - Student help, substitutes, vacation help, etc. are considered 
temporary employees and are not entitled to fringe benefits. 
B. Job Incurred Expenses 
1. Expenses incurred by the employee in relation to job performance, when known in 
advance and approved by his supervisor, or when unexpected and reasonable, shall 
be reimbursed upon submittal of the Voucher Claim and original receipts. 
Unexpected and unavoidable damage to an employees clothing will be covered. 
However, employees in the Transportation and Custodial classifications will be 
expected to make use of the coveralls, which will be provided by the District. 
Maintenance employees and mechanics will receive an annual tool allowance of one 
hundred ($100) dollars per person. Employees will be reimbursed by the District 
upon the presentation of receipt of purchase. All such purchases need the approval of 
the transportation supervisor. 
2. Conference attendance 
a) Expenses, as approved in advance upon application, shall be reimbursed as 
allowed by law. 
b) Employees attending approved conferences shall receive their normal salary 
for the necessary time involved. 
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3. Transportation 
a) For job related transportation, school vehicles as may be made available, shall 
be used. 
b) The use of private car must be authorized in advance and approved by the 
Superintendent only when such is to the advantage of the district. In these 
instances mileage claimed and approved will be reimbursed at the rate of 
fifteen ($0.15) cents per mile or the rate established by Board policy, 
whichever is greater. 
c) Employees attending the same conference or involved in the same job travel 
purpose, shall, when feasible, use one vehicle for necessary transportation. 
C. Overtime 
1. General Overtime 
a) An employee shall be paid overtime for all work exceeding eight (8) hours in 
a given day or in excess of forty (40) hours in a given week, except in those 
instances of holiday and Sunday provisions. 
b) The work week is considered to be Monday through Friday. 
c) All overtime will be assigned by the immediate Supervisor who will clear this 
through the Superintendent OR through the Business Administrator. 
d) For general overtime, pay will be at the rate of one and one-half (1 112) the 
hourly rate which the employee is being paid at the time for his regular 
employment or position. 
e) The parties further understand and agree that layover time will not count 
towards the computation of overtime even when paid at the garage door to 
garage door driving rate of pay. 
f) Custodial overtime will be equitably distributed among the custodial staff by a 
system of rotation at each work site (i.e., building) except in an emergency 
situation or those requiring special skills. 
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2. Holiday Pay 
a) Employees who, because of emergency conditions, are required to work on 
those holidays for which they normally receive pay, will receive the normal 
holiday pay to which they are entitled and, for hours worked on such holiday, 
one and one-half (1 112) the regular hourly rate being paid for his regular 
employment or position for each hour. 
b) All holiday work must be authorized in advance by the employee's supervisor 
and claim for overtime holiday pay approved by such supervisor. 
Sunday Pay 
a) Employees who, because of emergency or special conditions, are required to 
work on Sunday will be paid at the rate of one and one half (1 112) the regular 
hourly rate being paid for his regular employment for each hour. 
b) All Sunday work must be authorized in advance by the employees supervisor 
and claim for overtime pay approved by such supervisor. 
4. Call-Back pay 
Whenever an employee is called back to work after (s)he has left hisher place of 
employment and when (s)he is not regularly scheduled, (s)he is guaranteed a 
minimum of one (1) hour of pay at hisher applicable rate. 
5. Reporting Pay (MaintenanceISnow Removal) 
If an employee is asked to report ahead of hisher regular starting time and is not 
given twenty four (24) hour advance notice, the employee will receive one (1) hour 
additional time at hisher regular rate in addition to payment for hours actually 
worked. 
6. Additional Pay 
If a less than 4 hour a day unit member works 540 or more hours in one school year 
they shall receive one additional days pay for each 540 hours of time they work. 
There shall be no proration of this 540 hour requirement. The calculations shall be 
reviewed on December 1 5 ~  and June 30' of each school year for potential payment 
on each of those dates if the member qualifies for such. If a unit member does not 
qualify for payment on December lsh, the hours they have accrued in that semester 
shall carry over to the following semester. Field Trips shall not count toward 
entitlement of this provision. 
7. Recordation of Hours 
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Effective July 1, 2000, all custodial staff will be required to punch in at their home 
work site at the beginning of the workday and at the end of the workday. (The 
District reserves the right to revisit the punching inlout at lunchtime upon notice to 
the Association President). 
8. Student Disciplinary Hearings 
Bus drivers who are requested to attend student disciplinary hearings shall be paid for 
said time at the current layover rate. 
D. Equipment Tools 
1. Issuance 
Equipment and tools may be issued to an employee to use in the performance of his 
work. Receipt in writing signed by the employee shall be required. 
2. Maintenance 
a) Equipment and tools issued or provided for job use are to be maintained in 
good condition, by the employee directly andlor through available 
maintenance sources to which the employee has access as provided by the 
District. The employee shall make all reasonable efforts to secure such 
equipment and tools when not in use. 
b) Equipment and tools that may be emp1oye.e owned are the sole responsibility 
of the employee and the District incurs no liability in the event of loss. 
3. Return of EquipmentRools 
Upon change in job position or assignment or separation from employment, the 
employee shall return to his supervisor any equipment and tools issued in 
substantially the same condition as when received, reasonable wear and tear expected. 
Failure to do so shall render the employee liable for payment of the fair and 
reasonable value thereof. Upon separation from employment, such return shall be 
made prior to receiving terminal pay. 
4. PrivateIPersonal Use 
School owned and issued equipment or tools shall not be loaned or used for personal 
purposes. 
E. Snow Days 
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1. General 
a) The Superintendent may declare a "snow day" if, in hisher opinion, travel to 
and from the schools will be hazardous or impossible because of weather 
conditions. 
b) "Snow days" are usually announced as "closings" over the radio. The 
Superintendent or hisher authorized designee will notify those twelve-month 
employees who are requested to report to work. All other non-instructional 
employees are requested not to try to reach the schools or Bus Garage, and 
will be paid for the day. For those who work only when students are required 
to attend and the number of actual snow days used exceeds the number of 
snow days in the School Calendar, said days will not be paid but the make up 
day(s) will be paid. 
c) All bargaining unit personnel will be paid for a snow day as a regular working 
day. 
d) Employees who work during a snow day will receive a regular days pay plus 
regular pay for all hours worked. 
e) Emergency Closings - On days when the school is forced to close because of 
emergency conditions (other than Snow Days) the following will apply: 
In the instances of an Emergency Closing, which can be declared only by the Superintendent, the 
following procedures will be in effect: 
1. Emergency closings will be announced over the radio. 
2. Only the following Non-instructional employees are to report for work: 
Custodian II 
Building Secretaries 
3. All other employees are not to report for work unless specifically requested to 
do so. 
4. The District reserves the right to call in employees as needed. 
5.  Employees who work during Emergency Closings will receive a regular days 
pay plus regular pay for all hours worked. 
2. Bus Drivers - Other Schools 
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A driver, whose regular assignment includes service to a school outside the District, 
shall be paid for that day, or a portion thereof when such school is closed as a snow 
day and this District is open for classes, providing that the driver reports to the bus 
garage at his usual time and makes himself available for other driving, equivalent to 
the time of his regular assignment, should such be requested. 
F. Bus Drivers 
1. Field, Athletic, and Extra Trip Assignments 
a) Drivers will sign up for field trips 
b) Two separate lists will be kept for field trips, athletic trips and extra trip 
assignments: 
1. one that will cover all field trips, extra trips 
2. one that will cover sports trips 
c) Assignments will be made from each list by a system of rotation. Initial 
placement on each list will be by seniority. After initial list is developed 
names will be added to lists as individuals ask to be added. 
d) If a driver refuses three (3) consecutive field trips, his or her name will be 
removed from that particular list as identified in section "c", above, for the 
remainder of the school year. 
e) Upon request, a driver may remove his or her name from either field trip list 
identified in section "c" above. If reinstatement is desired, the driver's name 
will be placed on the list as of the date of re-entry. No retroactivity will be 
granted. 
f) When a field trip is offered, the bus driver has twenty four (24) hours to 
accept or reject the trip. Once accepted, it cannot be refused except in an 
emergency. 
g) The Transportation Supervisor and the Association President or Association 
Representative will work together to insure the fair and equitable 
implementation of this article. 
h) Prior to inclusion on the rotation list, a driver shall have six months of bus 
driving experience. 
i) No approved trip will be canceled for lack of driver(s); drivers on rotation list 
to be required to take such assignment upon complete rotation and lack of 
voluntary acceptance. 
j) Regular runs will not be interrupted at any time. 
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k) Before substitute drivers are called, regular drivers who are free will be asked 
to cover runs for drivers on field t ips as long as their regular runs are not 
interrupted. 
1) When drivers are asked to cover an extra run that does not run in conjunction 
with their assignments there will be a minimum of one (1) hour pay at the 
regular rate. 
2. Bus Driver Training 
a) Training, beyond that required by the District, as requested by the Driver, 
shall be provided as follows: 
1. The District will provide the bus and trainer not to exceed ten (10) 
hours. 
2. The trainee shall not be paid for such training time. 
b) Training that is requested by the District or required by the State shall be 
provided as follows: 
1. The District will provide the bus and trainer. 
2. The trainee shall be paid for such training time at the regular hourly 
rate of pay for layover time. 
3. The District will, upon receipt of a written bill, pay for the cost of 
testing and related training required by the government for an 
employee to maintain hisher driver's license. 
3. Continuous Substitution 
a) In addition to the regular assignment for the year, regular bus drivers will 
accept reasonable requests to substitute when needed on a temporary basis. 
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b) Should a driver have added to his regular assignment a substitute assignment 
which is performed for a period in excess of twenty (20) continuous working 
days, any absence benefits for each continuous day beyond the twenty (20) 
day period will be paid on the basis of the regular assignment hours plus hours 
of the substitute assignment is terminated or made part of the driver's regular 
assignment. The contract gross pay shall be adjusted accordingly after said 
continuous twenty (20) days substitution. 
4. Assignment of Bus Routes will be reviewed by OCSNISA and the OCS 
Superintendent in January of 2006. 
a) As of September lS' of each new year, all school bus drivers shall retain their 
previous year's bus route. All bus drivers will be entitled to the same health 
insurance benefit level as in the previous school year until the re-bidding 
process takes place. If there is a new bus driver, then he/she shall bid on the 
remaining routes left over by seniority. If the seniority is the same, the tie 
shall be broken by the alphabetical listing of the employee by last name. In 
the event that a bus driver retires or terminates service at the end of a school 
year, then the most senior driver who will be returning the following school 
year shall be given the opportunity to select the run formally held by the 
person retiring or terminated. This selection must be completed within 48 
hours following notification from the district to the driver. In the event that 
more than one bus driver retires or terminates service from the district at the 
end of the school year, then the selection by senior returning drivers shall be 
limited to the same number. Thereafter, complete re-bidding will take place 
by in the first full week of October of each school year as per the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement. The routes shall be bid upon by seniority, and only 
denied for just cause. 
b) After September 3 0 ~  of each school year, the Transportation Supervisor shall 
have a listing for posting, to the extent possible, of all bus routes for driver 
selection. All routes shall be re-bid at the conclusion of the first full week of 
school in October after driving times have been stabilized and have been 
verified. The routes shall be bid upon by seniority, and only denied for just 
cause. 
c) Once yearly bus route driving times have been established, they will not be 
changed except for major, permanent (i.e., more than five [5] consecutive 
workdays) changes in the routes. 
G Civil Service Job Description. 
The District shall provide a civil service job description to each employee at their time of hire 
or if they transfer to a new position. The District retains the right to alter the job description 
from time to time as conditions warrant upon 3 business days written notification of the 
changes to the Association President. 
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ARTICLE V 
JOB PROCEDURES 
A. Seniority 
1. Seniority shall begin from the date of appointment by the Board of Education and 
shall be based on continuous employment with the District, including all approved 
leaves of absences. 
2. Promotions, transfers, upgrades shall be made on the basis of seniority, job 
experience, and job requirements. When experience and job requirement 
qualifications are equal, then seniority shall prevail. 
3. If at any time it is necessary to institute a reduction in force, seniority within a local 
job title shall be the sole factor governing the reduction. When an individual being 
reduced is qualified to perform work in a lower grade level in the same general work 
classification, (s)he can exercise hisher seniority to bump into the lower grade level 
position (i.e., Custodian LI could use seniority to bump into a Custodial Worker 
Position). 
4. Recall - Employees who have been laid off last in a local job title shall be the first to 
be recalled in that local job title. 
B. Job Posting; 
1 .  Notice of all job openings within the District and affecting non-instructional unit 
employees will be posted in all departments for at least two (2) working days prior to 
outside announcements or recruiting. 
2. All applications for such positions shall be in writing, formally acknowledged by the 
District, and all applicants formally notified when such a position is filled. 
3. From July 1 to September 1 job notices, in addition to posting, shall be mailed to the 
president of the OCS Non-Instructional Staff Association. 
C. Transfers Assignments 
In making employee assignments andlor transfers of assignment, the concerns of the 
individual employee shall be considered to the extent that such concerns do not conflict with 
the best interests of the school system, all factors considered. 
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D. Personnel Information and Data 
1. Information for New Employees 
Upon beginning employment, and within 15 school days from effective date of 
employment, the District will furnish the employee with all relevant information, as is 
available, concerning District programs relating to Retirement System and Social 
Security, Health Insurance and other employment terms and conditions. 
2. Data and Records 
a) The employee is responsible for filing payroll information and other personnel 
data, as requested by the District or its related programs authorities, by the 
times required and thereafter to inform the District of any change in personal 
status that may affect such payroll or program relationships. 
b) The employee shall complete and promptly file other personnel record 
information as may be reasonably requested by the District. 
c) Where under Civil Service, Education or other laws and regulations, the 
employee is required to acquire andlor maintain license, certification, or to 
meet examination standards or other requirements in order to obtain his 
position of employment, he shall be responsible for meeting such 
requirements. 
d) Each employee shall have the right, upon request and at reasonable times and 
in the presence of the District Principal or hisher designee, to review the 
contents of hisher complete personnel file. The employee shall be entitled to 
have a representative of the Association accompany himher during such a 
review. 
E. Emulovee Evaluation 
1. Purpose 
The District and Association agree that all employees shall be regularly evaluated in 
order that the District and the individual employee will have an accurate and timely 
appraisal of the employee's performance. 
2. Procedures 
a) Criteria and the form used in the evaluation process shall be made known to 
the employee. 
b) At least one (1) such written evaluation of each employee shall be made each 
year by the employee's supervisor and a copy of the evaluation reviewed with 
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the employee prior to its becoming part of the employee's personnel record. 
The employee and evaluator will sign each such evaluation to acknowledge 
such evaluation; one copy of the evaluation to be given the employee. The 
evaluation shall usually not be made during the fust month of employment. 
and in no case shall it be made during the first two weeks. For continuing 
employees, these evaluations shall be made between October 15 and May 15. 
c) Only those statements (evaluative and otherwise) generated by local 
supervisory personnel will be placed in an individual employee's personnel 
folder. All other material is to be excluded. 
F. Separation and Discharge 
1. Association Notification 
The Association recognizes the right of management to institute disciplinary action 
for cause. The District agrees that no employee shall be subject to disciplinary action 
or discharge without bona fide and adequate cause. The Association shall receive 
notification of written disciplinary action. This notification shall include 1) name of 
person, 2) type of action, and 3) date of action. It shall not include the reasons for the 
action. 
2. Successor Training 
Upon request by the District, and to the extent the separated employee's time 
remaining coincides with the beginning time of hisher successor as appointed, the 
separated employee agrees to assist in the traininglorientation of such successor. 
G. Resignation or Retirement 
1. All unit employees will give the District two (2) weeks notice of a resignation or 
retirement in writing and the District will give the employee four (4) weeks notice of 
hisher job abolition. 
2. An employee retiring under the current retirement plan shall, upon completing ten 
(10) years of continuous employment for the District and giving the District three (3) 
months notice in writing, be paid according to the following formula for all unused 
sick days in the individual's personal sick leave at time of retirement. 
Twenty-two ($22) per day for one hundred sixty five (165) days. Effective 7/1/95 the 
rate will be twenty-two ($22) for 175 days. 
Any paid leave is considered employment. The three (3) month written notice 
requirement may be waived by the District. 
3. "If an employee retires from the District and returns to work at the District as a unit 
member, (s)he should start as a new employee at the job rate." 
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ARTICLE VI 
VACATIONS/HOLIDAY S 
A. Vacations 
1. Twelve (1 2) Month Employees 
Following a full year of service to the District, full-time personnel employed on a 12 
month basis are entitled to ten (10) days paid vacation each year; following ten (10) 
years of continuous service, fifteen (15) paid vacation days each year; following 
fifteen (15) years of continuous service, sixteen (16) days paid vacation each year; 
following twenty (20) years continuous service, twenty (20) days paid vacation each 
year. 
2. Eleven (1 1) Month Employees 
Following a full year of service to the District, all full-time eleven (1 1) month 
personnel are entitled to eleven twelfths (1 1/12) of the vacation allotment of twelve 
(12) month employees as outlined in A.1. above. In the event of fractional days, said 
day shall be converted to a whole day if said fraction is .5 or greater (i.e., 9.3 days 
equals 9 days; 9.6 days equals 10 days). 
3. Notice 
Each employee must submit advance notice for use of vacation as soon as possible 
but in no case less than two (2) weeks prior to the time requested. The employee 
shall use the District form for said request. The immediate supervisor shall review 
the department's staffing needs and advise the employee of the disposition of hisher 
vacation request as soon as possible but no later than one (1) week after submission. 
The immediate supervisor may also grant requests for vacation days where notice of 
less than two (2) weeks is deemed by the supervisor to be justified. 
4. After the first (1st) year of employment, vacation days will be awarded as of July 1 of 
each year. Vacation accumulation for the first (1st) year of employment, if employed 
on a date other then July 1, is covered in Appendix VIII. 
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B. Holidays 
1. Twelve (12) Month Employees 
Regular employees on a 12 month basis shall receive twelve (12) paid holidays. 
These holidays shall be as follows: Labor day, Columbus day, Veteran's day, 
Thanksgiving day, day after Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years, Martin Luther 
King Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, July 4, and Famous American's Day. 
2. Eleven (1 1) Month Employees 
Regular 11 month employees shall receive twelve (12) paid holidays. These holidays 
shall be as follows: Labor day, Columbus day, Veterans day, Thanksgiving Day, day 
after Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's, Martin Luther King Day, Good Friday, 
Memorial Day, July 4, and Famous American's Day. 
3. Ten (10) Month Employees 
Regular ten (10) month employees shall receive nine (9) paid holidays per work year. 
These holidays shall be as follows: Columbus Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving 
Day, day after Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's, Martin Luther King Day, Good 
Friday and Memorial Day. 
4. Floating Holiday 
Eleven (1 1) and twelve (12) month unit employees are entitled to one (1) floating 
holiday per year. This day may be taken upon advance notice to the immediate 
supervisor (subject to staffing needs) and may not be taken when school is in session. 
C. Eleven (1 1) Month Employees' Work Year 
The annual work year (not the contract year) for 1 1 month employees shall start any Monday 
during August and continue the next 48 weeks. During this forty eight (48) week period, 
each employee will work one (1) of the following three (3) periods: 
a) the week between Christmas and New Year's Day 
b) the week of the annual Winter shutdown (in February) 
c) the week of the annual Spring shutdown. 
If an employee is entitled to vacation, this will be used during the periods (a,b,c) above. If an 
employee is not entitled to vacation, these periods (a,b,c) will be off without pay. When 
earned vacation days exceed the number of days in the three breaks (a,b,c above) these 
excess days may be taken during the school year as outlined in Section A.3. above. 
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A. Absence Benefits Reg;ular/Tem~orar~ Employees 
1. Regular Employees 
The term regular employee refers to one who works on a ten (lo), eleven (1 1) or 
twelve (12) month basis, with a specific weekly schedule. Regular employees who 
work four hours or more per day on a 10, 11, and 12 month basis are entitled to fringe 
benefits. All regular employees are entitled to leave of absence benefits as may be 
provided. 
2. Temporary Employees 
Student help, substitutes, vacation help, etc., are considered temporary employees and 
are not entitled to fringe benefits. 
3. Save Harmless 
Employees on regular full or part-time employment during 1971-72 school year who 
accumulated any benefits as of July 1, 1972, and who continue employment for 1972- 
73 and thereafter in like positions under provisions above, will be entitled to retain 
such accumulated benefits. To such benefits will be added same as may be applicable 
by above provisions. 
B. Personal Illness 
1. The total days of absence per year, without loss of pay, will be allowed each 
employee as equivalent to the total months of service employed per year: 
Ten (10) months service - ten (10) days 
Eleven (1 1) months service - eleven (1 I )  days 
Twelve (12) months service - twelve (12) days 
2. During the first year of service the total annual paid allowance will accumulate at the 
rate of one (1) day per month of service; the unused balance at the end of the first 
year added to that for the second year as allowed at the beginning of the second year 
and years thereafter. 
3. The number of days of sick leave may accumulate to a total of two hundred (200) 
days. 
4. A medical certificate may be required at the discretion of the Board of Education or 
the District Superintendent. 
5. Extended illness beyond the point where pay deductions begin is not necessarily to be 
considered as absence without leave. 
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C. Bereavement 
1. Immediate Family 
Five (5) days per year for death in the immediate family without loss of pay. These 
days are not cumulative. Immediate family will be regarded as employee's father, 
mother, sister, brother, son, daughter, ward, wife, husband, guardian, or those except 
husband and wife, or the same relationship by marriage. 
2. Other Family 
One (1) day, in each instance, per year will be allowed for death within the family but 
outside the immediate family without loss of pay. These days are not cumulative. 
3. Associate 
One (1) day, in each instance, per year will be allowed under the Personal Business 
Leave provisions for death of a close associate or friend. 
D. Personal Business 
1. Upon written notification, made in advance, except in last minute emergency 
situations, the District Superintendent shall approve absence for special or unusual 
personal business reasons not to exceed five (5) days in any one (1) year without loss 
of pay. Any unused personal business days will, at the end of the school year, be 
added to the staff member's personal accumulated sick leave account. A statement 
of accumulated sick days, for each employee, shall be given by October 1 of 
each school year. 
2. The intent of this policy is to provide for the unusual or urgent type of personal 
business which cannot be attended to other than on the day or at the time that the staff 
member is expected to be on duty and that cannot be classified under any other 
absence type provisions. It is not the intent of this policy, nor will approval be 
granted, to provide for personal absence of a purely social nature, including, but not 
limited to, absence on a regular school day prior to or succeeding a stated holiday or 
recess period. 
3. The employee shall also complete and submit a personal business request form 
provided by the District prior to utilizing a personal leave day. 
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Jury Duty 
Personnel who are called for jury duty shall receive full pay for each day of absence while 
serving such duty. The per diem amount paid by the government unit for such service shall 
be properly endorsed and turned over to the District within three (3) school days after receipt. 
Military Leave 
All non-instructional employees engaged in the performance of military duty under proper 
orders shall be granted all benefits guaranteed under Military Law. 
Extended Leave 
See Civil Service Rule XIX (Onondaga County). 
Maternity Leave 
1. Childbirth Leave 
Notice in writing shall be given to the Superintendent on or before the fourth 
month of pregnancy confirming such pregnancy together with the physician 
certification of same and his recommendations concerning continued service 
during pregnancy. 
Leave shall commence when a pregnant employee is instructed by her 
physician to cease work in order not to jeopardize her or her unborn child's 
health. 
Sick leave benefits shall, upon request, be paid for disabilities caused or 
contributed to by pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion, childbirth and recovery 
therefrom, such sick leave benefits not to exceed those to which the employee 
shall already be entitled. 
Leave shall terminate with medical certification of fitness to resume her 
position. The employee may elect to return to her position or apply for 
childrearing leave under provisions of Section 2. 
2. Child Rearing Leave 
A leave of absence shall be granted to rear a child under the age of five (5) years who 
is his or her child by birth or adoption or for whom he or she has assumed legal 
responsibility. 
a) The employee must apply for the leave within six (6) weeks after the birth or 
adoption of a child. 
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b) The leave shall extend for the remainder of the school year in which the child 
is born or adopted and may be extended by the employee for the next two (2) 
school years. The termination date of the leave shall coincide with the 
commencement of the school year. 
c) There shall be no compensation during this leave period. 
d) Notification in writing of intent to return shall be sublimated by April 1 of the 
semester prior to the one in which the employee plans to return. 
e) An employee may request to return to work at an earlier date, but the decision 
of approving the earlier return shall rest exclusively with the Superintendent. 
ARTICLE VIII 
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS 
A. Pumose and Promams 
1. The District and Association'recognize that, to safeguard the health of pupils and to 
determine the employee's physical and mental capacity to perform hisher duties, the 
District may require an employee to submit to a prescribed medical examination, as 
evidence of job fitness, at any time at the expense of the District. 
2. In addition to those examinations as required by law, a program of physical 
examinations for new employees and those being considered for permanent civil 
service appointment shall be in effect. 
a) New employees shall have such examination completed prior to effective date 
of formal appointment. 
b) Employees being considered for permanent civil service appointment shall 
have such examination completed prior to such appointment. 
B. Procedures and Costs 
1. Examinations required shall be performed by the School Physician employed by the 
District. The examination, as prescribed by the District and recorded on the District 
examination form, may be performed by the employee's personal physician in which 
case the employee will be reimbursed for the examination expense incurred, upon 
submitted copies of bills rendered, as follows: 
a) Physician Fee - Fee as submitted but not to exceed the fee ordinarily charged 
the District by the School Physician for each examination. 
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b) Required Laboratory Tests - Fees as submitted but not to exceed the fees 
charged the District when such tests would have been made in connection 
with the examination as performed by the School Physician. 
2. In cases of examination by the personal physician and related laboratory tests, the 
examination and tests record shall be forwarded to the School Physician by the 
personal physician. The School Physician shall retain same and certify the completed 
examination to the District. 
C. PPDTest 
Every employee must have a PPD Test for tuberculosis when required by the District. The 
test will be administered by the School Physician or his designee, at the expense of the 
District, except if an employee submits a statement from his personal physician at the 
employee's expense, that such test has been administered with stated results. 
Initial x-ray work as prescribed by the School Physician, following test results, will be at the 
expense of the District. Employees unable to take the test may have x-rays taken at the 
County Health Department at no charge or, if they prefer, at a physician of their own choice 
at the employee's expense. 
D. Records 
Examination, testing and related records will be kept by the School Physician, or his 
designee, and shall be kept confidential. 
ARTICLE IX 
INSURANCE 
A. Benefits 
The District shall provide Region Wide I1 Blue CrossIBlue Shield, with students to age 
twenty five (25), prescription drug card, and substance abuse riders. 
Effective as of 9/1/94, the co-pay for the prescription drug card will be $0 for mail order, $3 
for generic drugs and $5 for brand name drugs. 
B. The District will vav the following - for moup health insurance: 
1. Ninety five (95%) percent of the premium for employee coverage and seventy (70%) 
percent for dependent coverage for all employees working four or more hours per day 
on a regular work schedule. 
2. Any bargaining unit member who is involuntarily reduced will continue to receive the 
rate of contribution for the year in which the reduction was made from the District 
that heishe was entitled to before any job reduction. 
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3. At the expiration of COBRA coverage the surviving spouse of a unit employee may 
elect to take individual coverage at hisher own expense provided helshe is first 
eligible for an undiminished retirement allowance under the New York State 
Employees Retirement System and not yet eligible for Medicare part A. (i.e. window 
of opportunity is from age 55 to age 65) The surviving spouse of the unit employee 
must notify the District within 30 calendar days following the date of the employee's 
death for coverage to be come effective from the date of the employee's death. 
C. Retiree Health Insurance 
a. The Retiree Health Insurance Benefit is provided for unit members who work 4 hours 
or more per day on a regular work schedule and who have completed 20 years of 
service to the District. The employee must submit an irrevocable letter of resignation 
for retirement purposes. An employee retiring under the Retiree Health Insurance 
Benefit Plan shall give the District three (3) months notice in writing prior to his or 
her retirement date. The employee must actually retire pursuant to the rules and 
regulations of the NYSERS and be eligible to receive a pension annuity from the 
System. This benefit shall become effective for those unit members who retire, 
pursuant to the eligibility requirements set forth above, on or after 30 days following 
ratification of the Agreement by the Board of Education. 
b. The Retiree Health Insurance Benefit is as follows: 
1. If a unit member has worked 6 hours or more per day on a regular work 
schedule and meets the requisite criteria delineated in paragraph (a) above, the 
District shall contribute a flat dollar amount equal to the value of 95% of the 
individual BC/BS premium in place as of June 30,2005. The retiree shall 
contribute 5% of the individual BC/BS piemiurn in place as of June 30,2005 
for individual coverage. 
2. If the unit member has worked 4-6 hours per day on a regular work schedule 
and meets the requisite criteria delineated in paragraph (a) above, the District 
shall contribute a flat dollar amount equal to the value of 50% of the 95% (or 
47 %%) of the individual BC/BS premium in place as of June 30,2005. The 
. 
retiree shall be responsible for the remaining BC/BS premium. 
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3. Any future increases in the health insurance premium incurred by the District 
after June 30,2005, up to the expiration of this benefit, shall be shared, 33 
113% by the unit members and 66 213% by the District of the premium 
increase only. The District will be obligated to continue the individual's 
coverage until the member reaches age 65. Paragraph 3 is only applicable for 
unit members listed in paragraph 1 or 2 above. 
4. Bargaining unit members have the right to continue coverage or enroll in the 
group health andlor dental insurance plans at the time of retirement or when 
the above-mentioned benefit ends. The retiree will then be responsible for the 
total premium. 
5. Health insurance coverage into retirement does not include dental insurance 
coverage. 
The District will offer a dental insurance plan, to be known as the Blue Cross Blue Shield, 
for individual and family members and will contribute up to one hundred fifty ($150) dollars 
per participating unit employee towards the cost of either the individual or family plan 
respectively. 
The District, after discussion with the Non-Instructional Association, reserves the right to 
change the insurance carrier or plan, provided the parties mutually agree the schedule of 
benefits is substantially the same or greater than those offered prior to a change in carriers or 
plan. 
District Practice - Manied Emvloyees 
1. In the instance of two (2) employees, eligible to participate in the District's Health 
Insurance Program as above noted, one an eligible dependent of the other by 
marriage, one of the two employees may elect to enroll in such program for 
individual and additional dependent coverage. In this instance: 
The District will pay that amount of its share of the rate for individual coverage as 
though such individual employee who is considered a dependent of the enrolled 
employee was separately enrolled; the total share of the enrolled employee's premium 
cost, by payroll deduction, thus reduced accordingly. 
All bargaining unit employees are eligible to participate in the District's Health and Dental 
insurance programs. 
ARTICLE X 
WAGES 
The Position Grade Wage Classifications found in Appendix 11 and the wage rates noted in 
Appendix 111 A and B will be in effect. The above rates shall be effective July 1, 2000. 
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B. Employees will receive a longevity increment of two percent (2%) for five (5) years of 
continuous employment in the Onondaga Central School District. This will be increased by 
an additional 2% each time an additional five (5) year period is completed. Payments will 
commence as of the day after an employee completes a five (5) year period. (E.g., a person 
starts work on 9/1/90, on 813 1/95 he/she will have completed five years of continuous service 
so he/she will receive an additional two percent (2%) per hour commencing on 9/1/95.) 
C. New employees may be placed at the job rate if, in the judgment of the District, 
. staffinglrecruiting needs, or prior experience warrants such placement. 
D. Out of Title Work and Pay 
When an employee is assigned, for a period in excess of five (5) consecutive working days, 
to perform the duties of a classification which pays a higher rate, the employee is to be 
compensated at the higher rate beginning on the sixth (6th) day of such an assignment. 
E. Bus Drivers -Field /Athletic /Extra Trips 
1. Field Trips, Athletic Trips, Extra Trip Assignments 
a) When assigned during the regular school day, drivers will be paid their 
regular rate from garage door to garage door. 
b) When assigned by the system of rotation (after 4: 15 on regular school days 
and/or non school days) drivers will be paid as follows: 
1. For each hour, and part thereof, of actual driving, drivers will receive 
their regular rate of pay. 
2. For each hour, and part thereof, considered as layover, non driving 
time, drivers will be paid at eighty (80%) percent of regular driving 
rate. 
c. "Field Trips" 
Field trip availability will be based on the time recorded on the daily time 
sheets. 
All drivers in the AM must complete their own AM route before being 
eligible for a Day time day Field trip. *Exception to the above: All trips 
going out before 8 AM for the extent of the school day and all full day trips 
(i.e. Darien Lake, Seabreeze and Tennis) 
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PM - In the event of a PM Field Trip leaving before the drivers scheduled 
return time to the Bus Garage that driver will have to give up their whole PM 
route to be eligible for the PM Field Trip. A sub or available driver would 
cover the whole route. 
Transportation Supervisor and Dispatcher would only drive in emergency 
situations. 
If there is a shortage of drivers and a driver has given up hisher route to take 
a Field Trip, that driver will be given an opportunity to fill another route if 
available. 
3:15 runs may be given to be given up to take a Field Trip. 
SHORT NOTICE TRIPS 
Any trip that is posted after 8:00 AM on the workday before the trip is to 
depart, or on a day before a non-student day (such as a weekend or holiday) 
will be considered "short Notice". A workday is a day in which Onondaga 
Central is scheduled to transport our students to our school. 
The trip will be appointed by going down the rotation list from the point in 
which the rotation started for that week. The trip will not count as a pass or 
pick for that person. The person must accept or decline at the time they are 
asked. 
2. On each such trip the driver will have responsibility at all times for the proper use and 
protection of the vehicle to which helshe is assigned. 
Regular employees are not to be considered as casual or substitute employees when working 
in other job titles over the summer. They will be paid the regular rate of pay for that job 
classification. 
Drivers will be paid up to the following rates for meals during a field trip or extra-curricular 
run upon, turning in of receipts and when the assignment is more that four (4) hours in 
duration: 
Breakfast or Lunch $5 .OO 
Dinner $7.50 
Employees will be required to attend two (2) one (1) hour or one (1) two (2) hour workshops 
without pay. Workshops will be held on Superintendent Conference Days when possible. 
Said workshop will be jointly developed by three (3) representatives appointed by Union and 
three (3) representatives appointed by District. If the workshop interferes with an employee's 
regular scheduled work, the employee will make up the time at no additional cost to the 
District. In the event the committee is unable to mutually agree on the content of the 
workshop the Superintendent shall, after consultation with the Association President, 
determine same. 
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1. Em~lovee Job Notification 
All ten (lo), eleven (1 1) and twelve (12) month employees shall be notified thirty (30) days 
prior to their starting date of employment for the new contract years as to job assignment. 
The notification shall include the number of daystweeks and approximate hours per day 
including paid holidays for each employee. The only exception on number of hours per day 
will be Bus Drivers; they shall receive notice of number of days to be worked plus holidays. 
J. For BOCES runs, drivers will be paid at the driving rate for driving time and at the layover 
for layover time. 
ARTICLE XI 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
A. Declaration of Purpose 
Whereas the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative relationship 
between non-instructional employees, administrators and members of the Board of Education 
will enhance the educational program of the Onondaga Central Schools, it is the purpose of 
this procedure to provide a means for orderly settlement of differences at the lowest possible 
administration level, promptly and fairly, as they arise and to assure equitable and proper 
treatment of such employees pursuant to established rules, regulations and policies of the 
District. 
B. Definitions 
1. Non-Instructional Employee shall mean any employee whose terms and conditions of 
employment are covered by this Agreement. 
Administrator shall refer to any of the following: 
a) Chief Administrator shall mean the District Superintendent of the District. 
b) Building Principal shall mean the principal of the building unit to which the 
employee is assigned, either partially or fully, for the exercise of the duties 
assigned to him. 
c) Business Manager shall refer to that District administrator responsible to the 
District Superintendent for certain District wide services. 
2. Immediate Supervisor shall mean the Administrator designated by the Chief 
Administrator. 
4. Representative shall mean the person or persons designated by the aggrieved 
Employee as his counsel or to act in his behalf. 
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5. Grievance is a claim by any non-instructional Employee in the negotiating unit based 
upon any event or condition affecting terms or conditions of employment as set forth 
in this Agreement. 
6. Days in this Article means workdays. Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays are not 
counted. 
C. Stages of Grievance Procedure 
Stage I: Immediate Supervisor 
Within fifteen (15) days of the time the aggrieved knew or should have known of the act or 
condition on which the grievance is based, the aggrieved or his representative will discuss it 
with the Immediate Supervisor. If no consensus is reached, the Immediate Supervisor will 
transmit his written decision within fifteen (15) days of the meeting. 
Stage 2: Appeal 
a) If the aggrieved is not satisfied with the Stage I decision, the grievance will be 
presented to the Association Grievance Committee. If the committee determines the 
grievance to be meritorious, it will file a written appeal with the Superintendent, or 
his designee, within ten (10) days of receipt of Stage I decision. 
b) The appeal will contain the following information: 
1 The provision(s) of this agreement involved in said grievance, 
2 The time when, and the place where, the alleged events or conditions existed, 
if known, 
3. A general statement of the nature of the grievance, and 
4. The remedy sought. 
c) Within fifteen (15) school days of receipt of appeal, the Superintendent shall hold a 
hearing and render a decision. 
Stage 3: Arbitration 
a. If the Association is not satisfied with the Stage 2 decision, it may within fifteen (15) 
days of receipt of said decision submit the grievance to the American Arbitration 
Association for arbitration under its Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules. 
b. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decisions which require 
the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is violative of the terms of this 
agreement or which adds to, subtracts from, modifies, changes or alters any 
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provision(s) of this agreement. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and 
binding upon all parties. 
c. The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, if any, will be borne 
equally by the District and the Association. 
D. Procedure 
1. All decisions shall be rendered in writing at each step of the grievance procedure, 
setting forth findings of fact, conclusions and supporting reasons therefore. Each 
decision shall be promptly transmitted to the aggrieved and the Association President. 
2. It is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest possible administrative 
level, equitable solutions to alleged grievances by which the Board and its non- 
instructional employees are afforded adequate opportunity to dispose of their 
differences without the necessity of time-consuming and costly proceedings before 
administrative agencies andor in the courts. 
3. The preparation and processing of grievances, insofar as practicable, shall be 
conducted outside the hours of employment. All reasonable effort will be made to 
avoid interruption of regular duties and to avoid involvement of students in any phase 
of the grievance procedure. 
4. The District and the Association agree to facilitate any investigation which may be 
required and to make available any and all material and relevant documents, 
communications and records concerning an alleged grievance. 
5 .  The aggrieved and any party in interest shall have the right at all stages of a grievance 
to confront and cross-examine all witnesses called against him, to testify and to call 
witnesses on his own behalf, and to be furnished with a copy of any minutes of the 
proceedings made at each and every stage of this grievance procedure. 
6. No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal of any kind will be 
taken by the Board or by any member of the administration against the aggrieved or 
any other person by reason of such grievance or participation therein. 
7. A copy of the grievance form is found in the Appendix of the Agreement. 
8. All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of a 
grievance shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants. 
9. The Association may submit grievances concerning district-wide policies directly at 
Stage 2. 
10. An individual may submit a Stage 1 Grievance without the intervention of the 
Association. In the event that any grievance is adjusted at Stage 1 without formal 
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determination, pursuant to this procedure, such adjustment shall be binding upon the 
aggrieved and shall, in all respects, be final; but, said adjustment shall not create a 
precedent or ruling binding upon either of the parties of this Agreement in future 
proceedings. 
11. If any provision of this grievance procedure or any application thereof to any 
employee or group of employees in the negotiating unit shall be finally determined by 
any court to be contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be 
deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other 
provisions or applications will continue in full force and effect. 
12. Any alleged violation of this agreement must be pursued through the grievance 
mechanism provided by this Agreement. 
13. The parties will attempt to identify all relevant sections of the contract pertaining to 
the grievance at Stage 2. 
E. Time Limits 
1. The time limits specified for either party may be extended only by mutual Agreement. 
2. If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the procedure within the 
same limit specified, the grievance will be deemed to be discontinued. 
3. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to communicate a decision to the 
designated party or parties within the specified time limit shall permit the lodging of 
an appeal at the next stage of the procedure within the time which would have been 
allotted had the decision been communicated by the final day. 
4. When a grievance arises late in the school year, the parties will attempt to agree on 
shorter time limitations, or, where possible, to process the grievance over the summer 
recess. 
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APPENDIX I 
DUES DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION 
ONONDAGA CENTRAL SCHOOLS 
DUES PAYROLL DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION 
(Print) Last Name First Initial Position 
To: Board of Education, Onondaga Central School 
Pursuant to Chapter 392, Laws of 1967, I hereby request and authorize you to deduct, according to 
arrangements agreed upon with the Onondaga Central Schools Non-Instructional Staff Association, 
the dues and contributions as certified by the Association. I hereby waive all right and claim for said 
monies so deducted and transmitted to the Association in accordance with this authorization and 
relieve the Board of Education and all its officers for any liability therefore. This authority shall be 
continuous while employed in this school system until changed or withdrawn by written notice, with 
copy forwarded to the President of the Association. 
Employee's Signature 
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APPENDIX I1 
The following are local job titles with respective Civil Service titles and job classification: 
Grade Loc a1 Civil Service Classification Months 
Clerk-Typist 
Guidance Sec. 
Dir of Spec Ed Sec. 
Building Secretary 
Pre K Secretary 
Typist I 
Typist I 
Typist II 
Typist I1 
Typist I1 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Groundsman 
Competitive 
Competitive 
Competitive 
Competitive 
Competitive 
Labor 
Labor 
Labor 
Labor 
Lunch Monitor 
Teacher Aide I 
Teacher Aide I1 
Groundsman1 
Maintenance Helper 
Head Building Cust. 
Custodian 
Custodian 
Custodian I1 
Custodian I 
Custodial 
Wkr. I 
Auto Mech. 
Competitive 
Competitive 
Labor 
Mechanic Helper1 
Driver Helper 
MechanicIDriver 
Bus Monitor 
Labor 
Auto Mech. 
School Bus 
Attendant 
FSH 1 
Labor 
Labor 
Food Service 
Helper 
Cook 
Kitchen Leader 
Bus Driver 
Courier 
Labor 
FSH II 
FSH I1 
School Bus 
Driver1 
Messenger 
Same 
Labor 
Labor 
Non-Competitive 
Labor 
Maintenance 
Worker I 
Maintenance 
Worker I1 
RN 
Non-Competitive 
Same Non-Competitive 
School Nurse Non-Competitive 
NOTE: Column five (months employed) will apply to those employees on record on December 13, 
1976. The Board will specify the term of employment (months employed) for future employees. 
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APPENDIX I11 
POSITION GRADE WAGE CLASSIFICATION 
Grade RN School Lunch ClericalIAides Custodial Transportation 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
6.  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
15. 
16. R.N. 
Food Service I Clerical Aide 
Lunch Monitor 
Bus Monitor 
Cook 
Tchr. Aide I 
Tchr. Aide II 
Kitchen Ldr. 
(Food Service 11) 
Clerk~Typist Cust. Wkr. I 
Guid. Secy. Custodian 
Bldg. Secy. CourierICustodian 
Secy. to Dir. Spec. Ed. GmdsMaintIHelper 
Pre K Secy 
Hd. Bldg. Cust. Mechanic 
(Custodian 11) 
Maint. Wkr. I 
Mec hIDr 
Bus Drivers 
Maint. Wkr. I1 
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APPENDIX I11 A 
2003-07 Hourly wage schedule for employees hired on or after January 23,1997. 
The starting rate for the first (12) months of employment is one dollar ($1.00) less per hour 
than the rate shown in Appendix I11 A for each classification. 
GRADE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
2003-2007 HOURLY JOB RATE for Employees hired PRIOR to January 23,1997. 
GRADE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Overall raises are: 3% 2003-2004; 2% 2004-2005 (plus .5% per individual based on gross wages earned 04- 
05; 3.5% for 2005-2006; 3.5% for 2006-2007. 
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APPENDIX IV 
TAYLOR LAW, SEC. 204-a 
1. Any written agreement between a public employer and an employee organization 
determining the terms and conditions of employment of public employees shall contain 
the following notice in type no smaller than the largest type used elsewhere in such 
agreement. 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement requiring 
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the 
additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative 
body has given approval. 
2. Every employee organization submitting such a written agreement to its members for 
ratification shall publish such notice, include such notice in the documents accompanying 
such submission and shall read it aloud at any membership meeting called to consider 
such ratification. 
3. Within sixty (60) days after the effective date of this act, a copy of this section shall be 
furnished by the chief fiscal officer of each public employer to each public employee. 
Each public employee employed thereafter shall, upon employment, be furnished with a 
copy of the provisions of this section. 
Notice of this provision also must be given by employee organizations to every member 
when written agreements come up for ratification. This is to be furnished in writing as 
well as read at the ratification meeting. 
A copy of the section is also to be supplied by the public employer to every new 
employee when he is hired. 
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Onondaga Central School District APPENDIX v 
2005-2006 Calendar 
M T  W T H F  
September 
M T W T H  F 
October 
M T W T H  F 
November 
December 
, S(16 ,), T ( 1 9  
January Februarv 
S(15), T(15) 
March 
June 
-
Adopted - Board of Education Meeting: March 8, 2005 
5 
12 
September 5 Labor Day 
September 6 Professional Development Day 
September 7 Students first day, f i l l  day 
-- -  
February 20-24 Mid-Winter Recess 
6 
13 
March 24 Prof. Development Day 
April 10- 14 Spring Recess 
October I0 Columbus Day 
October 1 1 Professional Development Day 
7 
14 
November 1 1 Veteran's Day 
November 23-25 Thanksgiving Recess 
May 29 Memorial Day 
8 
December 23-January 2 Holiday Recess June 15-22 Regents 
June 23 Ratingllast staff day 
June 23 Rating dayllast staff day 
9 
16 
January 3 Classes resume 
January 16 Martin Luther King Day . 
January 24-27 Regents 
January 30 Professional Development Day 
Student Days: 1 81 
Teacher Days: 184 
APPENDIX VI 
ONONDAGA CENTRAL 
Stage 2 
GRIEVANCE FORM 
1. Name of the Aggrieved: 
2. Date of Stage 1 submission: Date of Stage 1 Reply: 
Date of submission: 
3. A general statement of the nature of the grievance: 
4. The provision(s) of this agreement involved in this grievance: 
5 .  The time when, and the place where the alleged events or conditions existed: 
- 
6. The remedy sought: 
Copies of this grievance are to be 
distributed to: 
Material(s) that are to be 
submitted at this Stage of the 
Grievance Process: 
1. Superintendent 1. A written copy of the Stage 1 
2. President, Board of Education reply 
3. Association President 2. Any pertinent documentation 
4. Association Grievance Committee that is available 
5. Utility Copy 
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APPENDIX VII 
HOSPITAL, MEDICAL, MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE 
Eligible bargaining unit members may participate in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Regionwide I1 
health plan and other health plans currently offered by the District. 
A. Hospital 
B. Medical 
C. Major Medical 
- Three hundred sixty five (365) day Blue 
Cross, In-patient, Out-patient, Newborn 
Care, Student to age twenty five (25), 
Prescription Drug Card and Substance Abuse 
Riders. 
- Blue Shield Select Blue Coverage. 
- Fifty ($50) dollar deductible (Individual). 
One hundred fifty ($150) dollars deductible per 
family. 
Eighty (80%) percent co-insurance first (1st) two 
thousand ($2,000) dollars per person per calendar 
year (Jan-Dec). 
One hundred (100%) percent coverage over two 
thousand ($2,000) dollars has to be participating 
doctor. 
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APPENDIX MI1 
VACATION TIME 
A) Twelve (1 2) Month Employees 
Individuals who begin work at a time other than the beginning of a fiscal year 
will receive a prorated vacation allotment on July 1st of their first (1st) year. 
This time will be used during July 1 - June 30 of that year. 
Number of Months of 
Emvlovment 
Number of Vacation Days 
As of First (1st) July 1 
1. On the next nine (9) July lst's these individuals would receive their full 
ten (10) day allotment. 
2. Starting on the eleventh (1 lth) July 1st these individuals would receive 
fifteen (15) days per year. 
B. Eleven (1 1) month employees will receive eleven twelfths (1 1/12) of the 
vacation time allotment of twelve (12) month employees. 
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DURATION OF AGREEMEKT 
A. This Agreement shall be effective July 1, 2003 through June 30,2007 except as 
specifically modified herein, and thereafter it u4l  remain in full force and effect until 
amended by a successor Agreement. 
B. The Association will give the District written notice of its intent to negotiate not later 
than January 15,2007. Negotiations shall commence not later than February 15,2007. 
Amendments fiom such negotiations shall take effect that following July 1.  
C. This Agreement contains the entire Agreement bemeen the parties on the subject 
matters set forth herein and shall not be modified or amended except by mutual 
agreement of both parties. 
President 
Onondaga Central School Non- 
Instructional Staff Association 
~u~erin@iaent  
Onondaga Central School District 
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